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We all have been experiencing a step up of time/events occurring in our lives where we can barely catch 
our breath as tasks, work, projects and circumstances hit us each day in multiple issues, unlike anything 
we’ve experienced years ago. It’s now one of the trending topics we are becoming used to hearing 
everywhere.

The main theme as I see it for today for the next few weeks deals with our own personal expansion of 
thinking. We’re being compelled to upgrade, expand and break out of old ways of viewing things. It’s 
powerful, not benign, not a leisurely pondering of new possibilities, but a challenge to change now in 
order to keep up with our own progress timeline. So even though we have been already, challenged to 
handle more, something new is upon us.

With that said, we’re entering yet another step up of energy, so get ready!

Below are some of my thoughts on what is now upcoming in the next few weeks. For new readers, past 
articles have covered the big Pluto continuing to move into Aquarius initiating Aquarian themes globally 
for humanity, along with several other key cycles happening in the U.S. Astrology and more. Today we’ll 
just go over present planetary cycles for right now.

April 8 – 16, peaking April 10, 11, 12 Mars conjoin Saturn in Pisces

War trigger.

Even though the peak of this aspect is over, its theme is still very much in the air and will be for another 
week or so. We could also include the Jupiter/Uranus conjunction as another volatile trigger for rash 
unexpected events occurring on the planet. (More on that transit below.) You can note the Mars/Saturn 
position at the top of the wheel, and the Uranus/Jupiter conjunction on the far left side of the wheel in 
green.

Here is a chart for today’s Planetary Positions
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With the crossing of Mars, the planet of agitation instigation and war over Saturn for the past several days,
we have been experiencing a step up of challenging energy The Mars releases urges to act, and in the sign
of Pisces, and these urges are felt as a greater than usual need to achieve an ideal or ultimate end goal. 
Combined with Saturn, with the example of Iran and Israel for instance, it would take the form of a 
severe punitive act of war, to make one’s point clear, to hold fiercely to one’s belief and defend one’s 
position.

Below, we see Mars/Saturn conjunction between April 8 – 14 in the outer ring, lower right in the 5th 

house of Israel’s chart, inconjunct Israels’ Saturn in Leo, a direct hit on Israels’ Saturn in Leo’s theme of 

authority.

ISRAEL’S ASTROLOGY

Also, Uranus has been crossing over Israel’s Sun mildly from last June/July 2023 and builds in intensity 
becoming even more powerful May 2024 – April 2025, triggering the most intense impulses for change of
circumstances. It’s another strong trigger conjunction, once in 83 some years.

Iran’s Mars/Saturn in Pisces conjunction, is motivated to take the country’s situation back by a taking 
matters into your own hands…not waiting any longer for other’s support, interaction or solution – it is 
also punitive, severe, harsh action, and in Pisces, based upon the strongest belief, no other options but 
this position is left to take.

As the Mars/Saturn moved over Iran’s Venus, then swiftly moving towards the 4th house of land, 
territory, home and security, and Iran’s Mars, South Node and Mercury, also in Pisces, a new thrust of 
Iran’s position and strong principles and belief (Pisces) their faith and with the south node involved, 
history, determines the Mars’ offensive stance during the next few weeks.
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But, it all started with the trigger, Mars.  Uranus/Jupiter conjunction in Taurus is also like Israel’s chart, in
a strong position in Iran’s chart. Iran’s transit from Uranus, which is likened to an awakening, a sort of 
mid-life crisis moment in one’s life is occurring once in 83 some years. It’s the thrust for independence, 
the breaking away from something oppressive, moment in one’s life, an, “ I have had enough” point in 
their life.
Israel has this strong Uranus energy on their Sun, a completely different power, which is more of a self 
initiated desire for prominence and independent, internally motivated, one’s right to move into one’s 
( destiny) you could say. It is also in Israels’ chart, once in 83 some years.

Iran has a Uranus opposition, which is more of an action of revolting against something or some 
condition from one’s environment, a desire to break free from an old pattern, of oppression and Israel 
has it in a conjunction, which instigates an internal self motivated desire for greatness and destiny.

Both countries are being triggered by Uranus in regards to their own strong belief about what each 
country must do at this time to survive. This theme of what one has intense faith in, a belief, is because of
Mars/Saturn conjoined in the faith based sign of Pisces. 
Triggered by their individual interpretation, belief and faith in their perspective of thriving in the 
world….with Mars/Saturn in Pisces, its based upon belief, faith of an idea, a belief in something 
unmovable within based upon all sorts of reasons, present and historical (conjoining Iran’s South Node)
…In otherwords, it’s a clash and volatile motivation for survival, in their perspective.

We could obviously do an entire article several pages long with these two charts. There are so many 
additional transits to talk about with these…transiting Uranus squaring Israel’s Jupiter beginning June 
2024, mainly active throughout 2025, extremely disruptive with unexpected turn of events with one’s 
position in the world…Iran’s last year of transiting Pluto oppose Jupiter in Cancer……

The transit instigates the death and ending of a relationship Iran has utilized for many years, and notes
the death and ending of some position it has been in, an old familiar support or source of supply in some

way. It is a major astrological event for Iran, forcing them into a hard position where one comes to the
realization that relationship is no longer viable. Both the Pluto and the Uranus, are strong aspects. Iran is
in a difficult astrology cycle with Saturn moving over its Pisces planets and especially because of Saturn

entering the 4th house for three years.

The cycle of Saturn moving through Iran’s 4th house, in itself is a once in 29 years. It causes a situation 
where one has no choice but to rebuild a new life foundation for the country, a new level of 
functionality…and what comes with this Saturn through the fourth house is much suffering during the 
process of laying down that new life foundation.



Iran April 10-14 2024

…but it is the Pluto transit oppose Jupiter which has been and continues to be severe, uncommon 
opposition to one’s survival. It does not end until October 2024 .So that means the action of Pluto is the 
destruction of some past collaboration or support, relationship providing security. it is breaking down and
ending.
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